Expectation Matrix
Common Area

Respectful

Morning
Meetings



(Tuesdays 8:00-8:20)




Bathrooms





On Task

Quiet number
2 voices
Respecting
people’s
property
Asking
permission to
leave the gym




Respect
other’s privacy
Quiet voices
Stand and
wait your turn








Always Safe

Sitting quietly
Doing reading
or homework
Participating in
the fun
activities




Go 1-2-3
Leave No trace
Flush Check
Feet on the
Floor



1 flush, 2 pumps of
soap, and 3 pushes
on the paper towel
dispenser








Voice Levels: 0 = No Talking, 1 = Whisper, 3 = Outside Voice, 4 = Yelling

Responsible

Walking
Asking
permission to
leave the gym
Staying in
control of
hands, feet,
and
backpacks



Walk directly
to and from
the restroomreturn
immediately to
the classroom
or playground
Wait quietly for
your turn
Keep water in
the sinks
Respect
privacy
Report
problems to an
adult (sink or









Bringing books
or homework
with you to do
Follow the
directions of
the adults in
charge

Flush toilet
Wash hands
Throw trash in
the garbage
cans
Leave no trace
that you were
in the
bathroom
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Expectation Matrix
toilet)

Common Area
HallwayIndependent

HallwaysExiting to
Playground

Respectful







Hallways
Dismissal





On Task

Always Safe

Stand quietly
in lines
Go straight to
your new
location






Walk
Watch
Whisper
Stay on the
train



Watch where
you are going
so you don’t cut
others off or
bump into
them.
Keep quiet until
you reach the
playgrounddon’t disturb
other classes.





Walking
Quiet Voices
Hands and Feet
to yourselves
Using the
bathroom if
needed



Wait to be
excused by
the teacher
Walk in the line
with your class
Quiet voices





Walk
Watch
Whisper










Voice Levels: 0 = No Talking, 1 = Whisper, 3 = Outside Voice, 4 = Yelling

Responsible

Walk on the
right side of
the hallways
Hands and
feet to
yourself



walk out of the
building
without
touching
anyone or the
walls.



walk on the
right side of
the hallways
hands and
feet to
yourself









Getting to
class on time
Going directly
to destination
Make sure you
pay attention
to all directions
given by the
teacher.
Use the
bathroom
before you
leave for
recess.

Go
designated
area
Stay in the
area and wait
patiently

Arms, coats,
backpacks in
your control
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Expectation Matrix

Common Area
Playground

Respectful




Cafeteria







wait your turn
and share
be a good
sport
Be a friend

Only touch
your own food
Follow
directions
given by
adults
level 1 voices
use please
and thank you

On Task












Always Safe

Play
Participate
Patience
Prompt
Play in your
designated
area (K-1 Zone
and 2-2 Zone)
and stay in the
playground
boundaries



Sit
Eat
Leave no trace
Wait to be
excused
Leave through
the
appropriate
door



Voice Levels: 0 = No Talking, 1 = Whisper, 3 = Outside Voice, 4 = Yelling







Responsible

Stay in the
designated
areas
Avoid play
fighting
Report if
someone is
hurt



all food on
the tray and
off the floor
walk at all
times
For other’s
safety do not
share foodallergies












Follow the
rules of the
games
Return the
equipment to
the proper
place
Listen to the
instructions of
ALL adults in
charge

wait your turn
Use the
utensils
appropriately
clean up your
area
wait to be
dismissed
Keep food in
the cafeteria
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Expectation Matrix

Common Area
Assembly

Respectful




Bus Lines

Computer Lab








On Task

Always Safe

Responsible



Walk with the
class to your
designated
area



Follow the
directions of
the adults



Sit on your
bottom
Silent
Listen
Eyes on
Speaker
Leave

Respect the
property of
others






Line up
Listen
Walk
Leave in a line



Hands and
feet to
yourself



Stay in your
bus line
Walk to the
buses

Hands off
computer until
given
permission to
begin
Enter quietly
and wait for
instructions
Touch only
your computer
workstation



Eyes on your
own computer
In your chair




Walking
Touch only
the computer
keyboard
and mouse



Pay attention
to the
presenter
Participate if
expected to
do so
Applauding
politely








Voice Levels: 0 = No Talking, 1 = Whisper, 3 = Outside Voice, 4 = Yelling





Be sure to
have clean
hands
Leave no
trace
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Expectation Matrix

Common Area
Library

Respectful





Fire Drills





On Task

Quiet during
story time
Take care of
books at
school and at
home
Quietly sit at
tables when
timer sounds





Follow
directions of
adult
Walk in line to
assigned area
Wait without
talking






Sitting
Observing
Reading

Always Safe



Walking at all
times
Hands and
feet to
themselves

Responsible








Line Up
Leave
Stand and Wait
0 Voice unless
talking to a
teacher
Looking away
from the
building
Walking at all
times

Voice Levels: 0 = No Talking, 1 = Whisper, 3 = Outside Voice, 4 = Yelling






Leave the
building
Do not return
to the
building until
instructed to
do so
Walk to the
designated
area




Use shelf
markers
Come to
computer
when called
for checkout
Return books
on time
Keep hands
and feet to
yourself
Follow
directions of
adult
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